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In this paper facilitated by a grant of the American National Science 
Foundation I deduce three theorems. In the first theorem A =P1P 2 ••• P,. 
is the product of n distinct prime numbers P 1 , P 2, ••• , P,,., whereas for 
each choice of the positive integers Ut, ... , u., 
(l) A(uv ... , u.,) = {Ut, ... , u,.}_,., 
where r denotes a given number ~ 0 and where {Ut, ... , u .. } denotes the 
least common multiple of Ut, ... , u ... 
For each divisor B of A (a divisor means here always a, positive divisor) 
we introduce a real number .A(B) and we put 
(2) a(B) = ~ ). (D) and -r (B)= ~ ). (D) A (a~•, ... , a~n), 
DlB DlB 
where the exponents bv ... , 15 .. are defined by D = ~· ... P~n; here ~ •... , a .. 
denote positive integers. Consequently a(B) is the special case of -r(B) 
with a1 =a2 = ... =a .. = l. 
Theorem l: [l] Let 1p(B) denote a real number defined for each divisor 
B of A such that 1p(D)~1p(B) for each divisor D of B. If a(B)~1p(B) for 
each divisor B of A, then -r:(B) ~1p(B) for each divisor B of A and for each 
choice of the positive integers av ... , a ... 
[2] If a(D)~a(B) for each divisor B of A and each divisor D of B, then 
-r(D)~-r(B) for each divisor B of A, for each divisor D of Band for each 
choice of the positive integers av ... , a ... 
[3] If a(B)+a(O)~a(BO) for any two positive integers Band 0 whose 
product divides A, then -r(B)+-r(O)~-r(BO) for any two integers B and 0 
whose product divides A and for each choice of the positive integers~ •... ,a ... 
[4] Assume that either a(D)~a(B) for each divisor B of A and each 
divisor D of B or a(D)~a(B) for each divisor B of A and each divisor D 
of B. If a(B)a(O)~a(BO) for any two positive integers B and 0 whose 
product divides A, then -r(B) -r(O) ~ -r(BO) for any two positive integers 
B and 0 whose product divides A and for each choice of the positive integers 
~ •... ,a ... 
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Replacing ).(B), a(B) and -r:(B) by -A(B), -a(B) and --r:(B) we obtain 
by means of [1], [2] and [3]. 
[5] Let tp(B) denote a real number defined for each divisor B of A such 
that tp(D)~tp(B) for each divisor D of B. Ifa(B)~tp(B) for each divisor 
B of A, then -r:(B)~tp(B)for each divisor B of A and for each choice of the 
positive integers llt• ... , a,.. 
[6] If a(D)~a(B) for each divisor B of A and each divisor D of B, 
then -r:(D)~-r:(B) for each divisor B of A, for each divisor D of Band for 
each choice of the positive integers av ... ' a,.. 
[7] If a(B)+a(O)~a(BO) for any two positive integers Band 0 whose 
product divides A, ,then -r:(B)+-r:(O)~-r:(BO) for any two integers B and 0 
whose product divides A and for each choice of the positive integers av ... , a,.. 
Repeated application of [ 4] yields 
[8] Assume that either a( D)~ a( B) for each f#visor B of A and each 
aivisor D of B or a(D)~a(B) for each divisor B of A and each divisor D 
of B. If a(B)a(O)~a(BO) for any two integers B and 0 whose product 
divides A, then 
" 
-r:(A) ~-r:(P1) -r:(P2) ••• -r:(P,.)= II {).(1)+).(P.) a;'}. 
··=1 
. Let us consider the particular case that ).(D) denotes the function 
#(D) of MoBIUS. In this particular case 
a(B)= _!!-'(D)== ~ 1 
DIB ( 0 
if B= 1 
if B> 1 
This yields for each r ~ 0, for each choice of the positive integers a1, ••• , a,. 
and for each divisor B of A 
(3) 0 ~ _! /-'(D) {a~•, .. . , a~"} -r ~ _! #(D) {a~•, ... , aN -r ~ 1; 
DIA DIB 
if B and 0 denote two quadrafrei positive integers which are relative 
prime, then 
This inequality implies, as we have seen in [8], for each quadratfrei 
positive integer A 
(5) .!1-'(D).{a~•, ... ,aN-•;;;:;(1- ~)(1- ~\ ... (1- -.!;). 
DIA a1 ar} an 
The special case r= 1 of (4) is the inequality of BEHREND 1). The special 
1)· F. A. BEHREND, Generalization of an unequality of Heilbronn and Rohrbach, 
Bull. Am. Math. Soc., 54, 681-684 (194-8). 
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-case r= 1 of (5) is the inequality of HEILBRONN and RoHRBACH 2). 
Formula (3) applied with r = 1 yields the inequality 
0 ~ I /(D) ~ ~ 1, 
DIA {a,•, ... , a,.n} 
which is trivial, since 
denotes the number of positive integers ~ a1 •.• a,. which are divisible 
by none of the integers a1, ... , a ... 
The proof of theorem 1 is simple. The theorem is obvious for 
since a( B) is the special case of -,;(B) with a1 = a2 = . . . =a,.= 1. I may 
therefore assume that at least one of the integers a1, ... , a,. is > 1. Then 
there exists at least one prime number p which divides at least one of 
the integers ~ •... , a,.. Without loss of generality I can assume that p 
divides each of the integers a1, .•. , ak and none of the integers ak+ v ... , a,.; 
here 1~k~n. Put a.=pb. (1~v~k) and a.=b. (k+1~v~n). We may 
assume that the proof has already been given in the case that the integers 
a1, ••. , a,. are replaced by bv ... , b,.,' so that the function 
e(B)= ! A.(D)A(M·, ... ,b~") 
Dl.z! . 
possesses the eight properties formulated in theorem 1. For each divisor 
'D of B we have 15.=0 or 1 (v= 1, ... , n), so that 
if !51= ... = t5k= 0 
otherwise. 
In this way we find for each divisor B of A 
• (B) =p- 1 ! A. (D) A (M•, ... ,b~") + (1- p-r) ! A. (D) A (M•, ... ,b~"), 
D(B - D(B 
D(E 
(6) -,;(B)= p_,. e(B) + (1-p_,.) e((B, E)), 
where (B, E) denotes the greatest common divisor of B and E. 
Proof of [1 ]. According to the induction hypothesis we have 
e(B)~1p(B) for each divisor B of A, hence e((B, E))~1fl((B, E))~1p(B), 
so that by (6) 
2 ) H. A. IiEILBRONN, On an inequality in the elementary theory of mpnbel'tl, 
Proc. Comb. Philos. Soc. 33, 207-209 (1937). 
H. RoHRBACH, Beweis einer zahlentheoretischen Ungleichung, .J. Reine Angew. 
Math. 177, 193-196 (1937). 
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Proof of [2]. According to the induction hypothesis e(D)~e(B) for 
each divisor B of A and each divisor D of B. The integer (D, E) divides 
(B, E), so that e((D, E))~e((B, E)); hence by (6) 
T(D)=p ...... e(D)+(I-p--r)e((D, E))~ p-•e(B)+(I-p--r)e((B, E))=T(B). 
Proof of [3]. According to the induction hypothesis we have 
e(B)+e(O)~e(BO) for any two integers B andO whose product divides A. 
Since A is not divisible by a square > 1, the integers B and 0 are relatively 
prime, so that 
(7) (B, E) (0, E)=(BO, E), 
hence 
(8) e((B, E))+e((O, E))~e((BO, E)). 
Applying (6) we obtain 
T(B)+T(O) = p-'-~' (e(B)+e(O)) + (I-p--r) (e((B, E)) +e((O, E))) 
~p--r e(BO)+(I-p--r) e((BO, E))=T(BO). 
Proof of [4]. It follows from (6) that 
(9) =p--re(B) e(O)+ (1-p--r) e((B, E)) e((O, E)) ! 1:(B) 1:(0) = (p--r e(B) + (1-p--r). e((B_, E))) (p--re(O) + {1-p ...... )e((O,E))) 
. -p--r(I-p-•) (e(B)-e((B, E))) (e(O)-e((O, E))). 
If a(D) ~a( B) for each divisor B of A and each divisor D of B, then it 
follows from [2] that 
e((B, E))~e(B) and e((O, E))~e(O). 
If however a(D) ~a( B) for each divisor B of A and each divisor D of B, 
then it follows from [6] that 
e((B, E))~e(B) and e((O, E))~e(O). 
Therefore in both cases the last term in (9) is ~0. In conjuction with 
e(B) e(O)~e(BO) and (8) formula (9) yields therefore 
1:(B) T(O)~P--1' e(BO)+(I-p ...... ) e((BO, E))=1:(BO). 
This completes the proof. 
To show how the preceding results can be easily generalised I give as 
an example the following extension of [2]. 
Let 1p(B, D) denote a real numher defined for each divisor B of A and 
each divisor D of B such that for eooh prime factor P of D 
(10) . (B D) · "P P' P ~ "P (B,D) 
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and that for each prime factor P of B which does not divide D 
(ll) 1fJ (~,D)~ 1fJ (B, D). 
If for each divisor B of A 
(12) a(B)~O 
and for each divisor D of B 
(13) a( D)~ 1p(B, D) a( B), 
then for each choice of the positive integers a1, .•• , an and for each divisor 
B of A 
r(B)~O 
and moreover for each divisor D of B 
r(D) ~1p(B, D) r(B). 
The proof is easy. We may assume that the proof has already been 
given with r(B) replaced by e(B), so that for each divisor B of A 
(14) e(B)~O 
and for each divisor D of B 
(15) e(D) ~ 1p(B, D) e(B); 
moreover 
(16) e((B, E))~O 
and for each divisor D of B 
(17) e((D, E))~1p((B, E), (D, E)) e((B, E)). 
The functional relation (6) combined with (14) and (16) yields r(B) ~ 0. 
If Pv ... , P. denote the prime factors of D which do not divide E and 
if Pv ... , P1 denote the prime factors of B which do not divide E, then t~s, 
B D (B,E)= P 1 ••• Pt and (D,E) = P 1 ••• P; 
Repeated application of (10) and (ll) yields therefore 
1p((B, E), (D, E))~1p(B, D), 
so that by (17) 
e((D, E))~1p(B, D) e((B, E)). 
The functional relation (6), applied with B replaced by D, gives therefore 
in conjunction with (15) 
r(D)~p-•1fJ(B, D) e(B)+(1-p-•) 1p(B, D) e((B, E))=1p(B, D) r(B). 
This establishes the proof. 
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More important is the remark that the functions A(~, ... , un) defined 
in (1) are not the only functions with the properties mentioned in 
theorem L The function defined in (1) is characterised by the fact that 
it satisfies for each prime number p the relation 
and that it is a multiplicative function; this means .that if each of the 
positive integers ~ •... , un is relatively prime to each of the positive 
integers Vv ••• , vn, then 
A(~vv ... , u.,vn)=A(~, ... , u.,) A(vv ... , vn)· 
Theorem 2: Introduce for each prime number p and for each integer 
~~o a real number wfl(~) whick is for each given p a monotonically not 
decreasing function of~ with wfl(o)=O. Then theorem 1 holds for the multi-
plicative function A(~, ... , un) whick satisfies for each prime number p 
the relation 
(18) 
Theorem 2 applied with co:P(~)=r~ gives theorem l. If we choose 
co:p(o)=O; co:p(~)=r for ~~1, where r denotes a number ~0, then we see 
that theorem 1 holds for the function 
A(~, ... , un)=A;-• (~, ... , u.,), 
where A1(~, ••• , un) denotes the largest quadratfrei divisor of the least 
common multiple of Uv •.. , un. If we choose 
for ~ = 0 and ~ = 1 
for~~ 2, 
then we see that for each r ~ 0 theorem 1 holds with 
A( ) -A-•( ) h A ( )-- {ul, ... ,u .. } Uv ••• ,u .. - 2 u1 , •••• u .. , w ere 2 u1 , ••• ,u.,- A ( )" 
1 ul, ••• ,Un 
It is easy to find many other examples. 
The proof which is not so simple as that of theorem 1 runs as follows. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that at least one of the integers 
av ... , a., is > l. Then there exists at least one prime number p which 
divides at least one of the integers ~ • ... ,a ... Put a7 =p"vb7 (1 ~v~n), 
where bv is not divisible by p. Let F1 > F 2 > . . . > r.,. denote the distinct 
integers occurring in the system (Yv ... , y,.). Put r.,.+I =0. Wit.hotit loss 
of generality we may assume that it is possible to find m+ 1 integers 
kv ... , km+l with 
o=~ <k2 < ... <k.,.<k.,.+I=n 
such that Yv= r,.. for 1 ~,u~m and k,_.<v~k,..+I. Put 
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Let D denote a given divisor~·.;. P~n of A. Then 0~<5v;;:;;l (1~v~n). 
Let p, denote the largest positive integer ~ m + 1 such that D divides E ,_.. 
If p,= 1, then D does not divide E 2, so that at least one of the exponents 
b. (1~v~k1} is equal to 1, hence max (y1 bv .;., y,.b.,)=F1 . If 2~p,~m, 
then D divides E" but not El'+l> so that <5.=0 (1 ~v~k"}, whereas at 
least one of the exponents bv (k"<v~k"+l) is equal to 1; in this case we 
find max (y1bv ... , y.,b,.) = rw Finally if p,=m+ 1, then D divides Em+1 = 1, 
so that <51 = ... = <5,. = 0, hence 
max (y1~, •.. , y,.b,.)=O=Fm+I· 
We find therefore in all cases 
(19} 
The fact that A(ut_, .~., u,.) is a multiplicative function yields 
(20) 
According to (18} and (19) we have 
The right hand side can be written as 
where 
~X (El) = p-ru" w,, 
(X (EI'} =p-ruPcrl') -p-ru11 (rl'_ 1) (2 ~ p, ~ m + 1). 
In this way we find 
(21) A(pY•~•, ... ,pY,A.)= ~ x(E), 
DIE 
where the sum is extended over those integers E occurring in the system 
(Ev E 2, •••. , Em+l) which are divisible by D. 
The proof of theorem 1 is based on the functional relation (6). In the 
more general case treated in theorem 2 we find the corresponding functional 
relation as follows. 
-r(B)= ~ J.(D) A (a~•, ... ,a~") 
DIB 
= ~ J.(D) A (b1•, ... ,b~") ~ x(E) by (20) and (21) 
~B D~ 
I X (E) ~ A (D) A (b1•, ... , b~"), 
E DIB 
DIE 
hence 
(22) 
-r(B)= ~ x(E) e((B,E)); 
E 
.I2 
the sum ! is extended ever the integers E ':"" E ~-' (p, =I, 2, ... , m +I), further· 
E 
more (B, E) denotes the greatest common divisor of Band E and finally 
e (B)= ! /.(D) A (b~~ • ... , b~•). 
DIB 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the proof has already 
been given for the system (b1, .•• , b") instead of (a,., ... ,a"). Since F~-'+1 ;;;;.FJJ 
(I ~p,~m) it follows from the monotoneity of the functions ro:P(tx) that 
z(E)~O for each of the integers E=E~-' (I ~p,~m+ I). 
Moreover 
(23) I X (E)= p-w .. (F,.+l) = p-w71 (o) = 1. 
E 
Proof of [I]. According to the induction hypothesis we have e(B)~"P(B) 
for each divisor B of A, hence for each of the said integers E 
e((B, E))~"P((B, E))~"P(B), 
so that by (22) and (23) 
-c(B)~"P(B)! x(E)='IfJ(B). 
E 
Proof of [2]. According to the induction hypothesis e(D)~e(B) for 
each divisor B of A and each djvisor D of B. Then the greatest common 
divisor (D, E) of D and E divides the greatest common divisor (B, E) 
of B and E, so that e((D, E))~e((B, E)), hence by (22) · 
-c(D) =! z(E) e((D, E))~! x(E) e(B, E) =-c(B). . 
E · E 
Proof of [3]. According to the induction hypothesis e(B) + e(O) ~ e(BC) 
for any two integers Band C whose. product divides A. Then (7) and (8) 
hold, so that · 
T(B)+T(O)= I x(E) (e((B,E))+e((O,E))) 
E 
~ I x(E) e((BC,E))=T(BC). 
E 
Proof of [ 4 ]. It follows from (22) that 
(24) 1:(B) 1:(0) = I x(E) x(E') e((B, E)) e((O, E')), 
B,B' 
where E and E' run through E1,E2, ••• ,Em+t· Using (23) we see that the 
contribution to the right hand side of (24) of the terms with E=E' is 
equal to 
I x2(E) e((B, E)) e((C, E)) 
E 
=I x(E) e((B, E)) e((O, E))-! x(E) e((B, E) e((O, E)) I x(E'), 
E E E'*E 
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so that 
~ -r(B) -r((O) =I x(E) e((B, E)) e((O, E)) 
<25) ( E -E~' x(E) x(E') e((B, E)) (e(O, E)-e(O, E')). 
The last term does not change its value if E and E' are interchanged and 
is therefore equal to 
I x(E) x(E') e((B, E')) (e(O, E)-e(O, E')), 
E=FE' 
consequently equal to 
(26) -t I x(E) x(E') (e((B, E))-e((B, E')) (e((O, E)-e((O, E'))). 
E*E' 
It follows from the definitions of the integers E that either E divides 
E' or E' divides E. Consequently either (B, E) divides (B, E') and (0, E) 
divides (0, E') or (B, E') divides (B, E) and (0, E') divides (0, E). By 
induction hypothesis we have therefore either 
e((B, E))~e((B, E')); e((O, E))~e((O, E')) 
or 
e((B, E))~e((B, E')); e((O, E)~e(O, E')). 
Consequently the number indicated by (26) is ~ 0, so that according 
to (25) 
-r(B) -r(O)~ I x(E) e((B, E)) e((O, E)). 
E 
By induction hypothesis in conjunction with (7) we find 
e((B, E)) e((O, E))~e((BO, E)), 
so that 
-r(B) -r(O) ~I x(E) e((BO, E))= -r(BO) 
E 
according to the functional relation (22). This completes the proof. 
With regard to the six assertions [l], [2], [3], [5], [6] and [7] still 
further generalisations are possible. It is no longer necessary that A is 
a product of distinct prime numbers. For this reason I put now A =Pi' ... P~n, 
where Pv ... , Pn denote distinct primes and where the exponents are 
positive integers. 
Theorem 3: The assertions [1], [2], [3], [5], [6] and [7] hold for 
each multiplicative function A(u1 , .•. , un) which satisfies for each prime 
number p and for each divisor B of A the inequality 
(27) 
(where D=Pf' ... P~n), provided that in the assertions [3] and [7] the 
integers B and 0 are supposed to be relatively prime. 
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For the proof of this theorem I need the following 
Lemma: Let A denote a positive integer. If for each divisor B of A 
X(~) = &a fl (~) tp (~), 
then we have for each divisor B of A 
tp(B)= ~ x(D), 
BIDIA 
where the last sum is extended over the divisors D of A which are divisible by B. 
The proof is as follows. We have for each divisor D of A 
so that for each divisor B of A 
~ x(D)= ~ ~ fl(~)tp(~) 
BIDIA BID 01!! 
D 
(28) 
Putting D = H B we write the right hand side as 
The last sum is equal to 1 if :c = 1 and equal to 0 otherwise, so that the 
right hand side of (28) has the value tp(B). 
Let us now proceed to the proof of theorem 3. If we denote the left 
hand side of (27) by X(~), then the lemma yields for each divisor 
B=P~· ... p~,. of A 
(29) A(pP•, ... ,pP•)= ~ x(E), 
BIElA 
where the sum is extended over all the divisors E of A which are divisible 
by B. 
In the proof of theorem 3 we may assume that there exists at least 
one prime number p which divides at least one of the integers ~' ... ,an. 
Put a.=p"'•b. (v= 1, ... , n), where b. is not divisible by p. Without loss 
of generality I may assume that the assertions [1 ], [2], [3], [5], [6] and 
[7] hold with -r(B) replaced by 
e(B)= ~ A(D)A(b~•, ... ,b~·), 
BID 
provided that in the assertions [3] and [7] the integers B and 0 are 
supposed to be relatively prime. Using (20) and (29) we find 
-r(B)= ~ A(D)A(a~•, ... ,a~")= ~ A(D)A(M•, ... ,b~·) ~ x(E)= 
DIB . DIB DIEIA 
= ~ x(E) ~ A(D) A (M•, ... ,~~"), 
EIA DIB 
DIE 
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which yields the functional relation 
(30) -r(B) = I x(E) e((B, E)). 
EIA 
This functional relation has the same form as in (22) with the difference 
that in (22) only those divisors E of A enter into consideration which 
occur in the system (EvE2, ••• ,Em+I), whereas in (30) each divisor E of A 
may give a contribution. By hypothesis x(E) ~ 0 for each divisor E of A 
and the proof of the assertions [1], [2], [3], [5], [6], [7] runs in exactly 
the same way as in theorem 2. 
This is not the case with the assertions (4] and [8]. In the proof of 
assertion 4 in theorem 2 we have namely used the fact that for any two 
integers E and E' occurring in the system (Ev E 2, ••• , Em+l) either E divides 
E' orE' divides E. This is in general not true for two arbitrary divisors 
E and E' of A, so that the argument given above does not enable us to 
generalise the assertions (4] and [8] in this directio~. 
